Exhibition Preparation

This week you are preparing for the exhibition on December 5\textsuperscript{th}. Since we only have one more Thursday session after today, you must budget your time and plan out your project carefully. This worksheet will help you do so.

Rescuing victim from chemical spill:

Is your team attempting this task?

\begin{tabular}{c c}
Yes & No \\
\end{tabular}

If yes, what is your strategy for this task? Describe what sensors, structures, and algorithms you will be using.

Line following around difficult turns:

Is your team attempting this task?

\begin{tabular}{c c}
Yes & No \\
\end{tabular}

If yes, what is your strategy for this task? Describe what sensors, structures, and algorithms you will be using.
Line following over physical obstructions:

Is your team attempting this task?

Yes    No

If yes, what is your strategy for this task? Describe what sensors, structures, and algorithms you will be using.

---

Reading color cues:

Is your team attempting this task?

Yes    No

If yes, what is your strategy for this task? Describe what sensors, structures, and algorithms you will be using.

---

Navigating through gridlock:

Is your team attempting this task?

Yes    No

If yes, what is your strategy for this task? Describe what sensors, structures, and algorithms you will be using.